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I. INTRODUCTION AND HIGHLIGHTS

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), effective July
1990, strengthens the commitment and obligation of all
public transit operators in the nation to expand and/or
improve transit's accessibility and availability to disabled
passengers. Recent policy adopted by the Northeastern
Illinois Regional Transportation Authority (October, 1989)
also mandates that Service Boards, including the Chicago
Transit Authority, develop implementation plans to provide
transportation services to the disabled community in the
Chicago Metropolitan Area.

In addition, the CTA is obligated to consider several other
factors, such as;

o An ongoing desire by the Board and staff of the
Authority to improve bus, rail, and paratransit
services provided to persons with disabilities.

o A commitment that CTA has made to the Illinois
Human Rights Commission and the disabled community
to deploy lift-equipped buses in its mainline,
fixed- route service (Settlement Order dated
February 10, 1989)

.

o New rules promulgated by the Department of
Transportation to implement ADA, amending the
implementation of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

The Chicago Transit Authority has developed an
Implementation Plan, in accordance with ADA and Regional
Plan policies, which supports a fixed-route lift-equipped
bus service designed to accommodate the needs of
mobility-limited riders. In addition, door-to-door
paratransit services will continue to be provided for
persons unable to use fixed-route service.

The purpose of the survey reported here was to learn more
about the specific policies and procedures developed at
other transit properties concerning use of lift-equipped
buses in fixed-route service, and to reflect those policies
and procedures in the emerging implementation plans of CTA.

Economic efficiency of lift-equipped bus operation is the
subject of considerable debate. Price negotiations between
transit authority and funding agencies are a critical
subject. Factors that affect cost and efficiency issues
include climate, type of lift operated, and the level of



expertise in lift maintenance. Operational factors and
service policy issues, as well as the role and impact of
marketing and planning, can also be significant.

Survey results were consequently analyzed by three issue
groups. Several key subjects were examined within each
group. It should be noted that there were many questions
where respondents were allowed to check more than one
answer, so in many cases row and column totals exceed 100%.
Relative comparisons were emphasized.

The key subjects were:

Operational issues: Operator's duties and training.
Emergency evacuation.

Maintenance issues: Cold weather operation.
Additional maintenance cost.

Planning issues: Ridership and marketing.
Bus stop improvements.
Service policy development.

* HIGHLIGHTS OF ANALYSIS *

OPERATOR'S DUTIES

a. Operators have responsibility
to secure the wheelchair rider 83.5%

b. Operators cycle the lift at least
once in a day 82 . 5%

c. Operators assist riders when
emergency evacuation is needed 30.0%

d. If disabled rider unable to deposit
fare, operator deposits fare 60.9%

EMERGENCY EVACUATION

Responsibility



COLD WEATHER OPERATION
(Except regions of mild climate)

Survey results show that temperature variations, snow, or
freezing rain can have a serious negative effect on lift
operation.

Lift Performance

Cold Weather Impact



BUS STOP IMPROVEMENTS

Improvements To Accommodate Wheelchairs RESPONSE
(%)

Yes, all of the affected routes
Yes, several on affected routes
Yes, one or two in response to complaints
No

2.9
22.9
11.4
62.9

MARKETING



Overall, it is clear that many agencies are struggling with
high maintenance costs and low ridership. Many different
lift and vehicle types are used by transit agencies, in
varying states of mechanical condition. Policies affecting
the type of service to be provided are now undergoing major
changes with the passage of ADA. To this end, efforts are
needed to coordinate more fully with the disabled community,
to encourage manufacturers to continue to develop safer,
more reliable and maintainable lifts, and to continue to
better define the disabled rider market as it relates to
increasing ridership on lift service vehicles.



II. SURVEY METHODOLOGY

In order to obtain representative national-level information

about lift-equipped buses presently operated in fixed-route
service, an eight-page, three-part mail-back questionnaire

(See Appendix A) was designed. Questions were asked about

operational, maintenance and planning aspects of providing
lift-equipped service on regularly scheduled bus routes.

The survey was sent to the 370 transit agencies on the

American Public Transit Association (APTA) membership list.

Surveys were mailed to the head of each transit agency. A

total of 147 surveys were returned. Eighty two (82)

agencies which have lift-equipped fixed-route service
answered all survey questions, while 65 agencies returned

the survey indicating they have no lift-equipped buses on

fixed-route service. Instead of fixed-route lift service,

these agencies usually offer services to the disabled by

using a small fleet of paratransit buses.

The 82 agencies which returned the survey are listed in

Appendix B.

CTA also developed three peer groups from respondents to the

survey. Seven transit agencies were selected as size peers

operating approximately the same number of bus vehicles as

CTA. Nine transit agencies were selected as climate peers

with weather conditions similar to the Chicago area. As the

CTA has decided to employ front-door lifts, seven agencies

were chosen as front-door lift peers. Survey respondents
were stratified into peer groups providing lift-equipped bus

operations under these specific comparable circumstances.

The peer groups are:

SIZE PEERS

- NYCTA, MBTA, GCRTA, MARTA, AC TRANSIT,
MUNI OF SEATTLE, WMATA

CLIMATE PEERS

- NYCTA, MBTA. GCRTA. DETROIT DOT, CONNECTICUT TRANSIT,

METRO SUBURBAN NY, NIAGARA FRONTIER, MIAMI VALLY OHIO,

SMART MICHIGAN.

FRONT- LI FT PEERS

- MBTA, GCRTA. MARTA. AC TRANSIT, MUNI OF SEATTLE,
MINNESOTA METRO, WMATA



III. SURVEY RESULTS All RESPONDENTS

A. OPERATIONAL ISSUES

1. Operator's Duties and Training

Operator responsibilities for riders varied widely among the
agencies that responded. 83.5% of responding agencies
indicated that operators have full responsibility to secure
disabled riders on board. This responsibility is generally
accepted as falling within existing duties, since 98.6% of
the responding transit authorities do not pay extra
compensation to operators for lift-related duties.

It is believed that operators are the most important factor
in providing reliable, accessible transportation for the
disabled. The process of training operators is considered
to be especially important, because of the need for
operators who have a sense of duty and friendliness toward
passengers. Table 1 shows the type of lift-operator
training provided by responding agencies.

TABLE 1. TYPE OF OPERATOR TRAINING*

NO TRAINING SENSITIVITY LIFT OPERATION REVENUE OTHER

2.7% 74.7% 93.3% 24% 20%

* Row total exceeds 100%, because respondents
were allowed to check all that apply.

According to the survey, bus operators clearly should be
thoroughly trained in the operation of lift equipment and
tie-downs. Operators also need to be sensitized to the
needs of the disabled.

Most agencies responded that operators have the
responsibility to secure disabled riders. Therefore, it is
necessary to train operators in passenger assistance
techniques, as well as provide related on-the-job training.
The aurally and visually impaired are also considered
frequent users. Driver training to understand their needs
is also important; for example, announcing bus stops for a
blind passenger. Some agencies require drivers to
personally spend several hours practicing mobility in
wheelchairs as part of their training.

- 7



Emergency procedures and safety training are also needed.
Operators should know appropriate procedures and develop the
ability to make best use of all agency resources as related
to the physical and mental characteristics of disabled
passengers.

Cycling the lift to test for proper functioning is also
considered one of the typical duties of the operator. 82.5
percent of responding agencies have operators cycle the lift
at least once a day. Survey results show that operators
cycle the lift:

Every morning 54.9%
More than once each day 17.6%

Only 13.5 percent of surveyed agencies have only maintenance
personnel cycle the lift.

2. Emergency Evacuation

In order to ensure a disabled passenger's safety during
system use, efforts should be made to provide efficient
methods for an emergency evacuation. Evacuation procedures
reported in the survey include:

a. Operator trained in emergency procedure assists
in evacuation as much as he can. Sometimes the operator
may ask for immediate help from witnesses and nearby
motorists before assistance crew arrives on the scene.

b. Properly trained maintenance crews or street supervisors
are dispatched to evacuate the disabled. Crews usually
carry ramps or other special equipment.*

c. Some agencies coordinate evacuation efforts with the Fire
Departments in several communities. It is necessary that
the agency provide sufficient information about lift-
equipped bus mechanical and operational aspects to the
affected municipal agency.

All above-mentioned personnel could be called together,
depending on the situation and agency policy.

Paratransit van (often modified with lift) is the most
typical emergency response vehicle.



3. Fare Collection

TABLE 2. FARE COLLECTION METHOD FOR DISABLED RIDERS



B. MAINTENANCE ISSUES

1. Preventive Maintenance Program

Results of the survey show that more than 90% of the
surveyed agencies cycle lift equipment every day. This is
done as a part of a transit authority's regular preventive
maintenance program for lift equipment.

TABLE 3



Table 4 indicates how transit authorities regard lift
manufacturer's maintenance training. Overall, 82 percent
are satisfied with manufacturer's training while 18 percent
are not. 86.5 percent of the agencies surveyed feel
Lift-U's training is sufficient, the highest satisfaction
level received.

TABLE 4. MANUFACTURER'S MAINTENANCE TRAINING

MANUFACTURER SUFFICIENT NOT SUFFICIENT

LIFT-U 86.5% 13.5%
GMC/TMC 76.9% 23.1%
EEC 60.0% 40.9%
TDT 55.6% 44.4%
OTHERS 57.1% 42.9%

41.7 percent of the transit agencies responding offer some
kind of supplemental lift maintenance training in-house,
while 58.3 percent do not. Major methods of supplemental
training employ:

a. Manufacturer-supplied manuals.
b. Vendor- supplied data.
c. Videotapes.
d. Additional training offered through state grant

contract to technical institute.
e. Repeat of manufacturer's training in some problem

areas.
f. Paid training classes put on by the manufacturer.

2. Performeince of Lifts.

Lift failure maintenance problems can be categorized into
three general areas -- electrical, hydraulic, and
mechanical

.

The survey asked about the most significant lift maintenance
problem encountered. 43 percent of all respondents reported
that electrical system failures provide the most significant
problems, while 22 percent cited mechanical problems, and 21
percent mentioned hydraulic systems. The remaining 13
percent cited frequent operational breakdowns and additional
costs for specialized maintenance.

- 11 -



Effect of weather & temperature

Type Of Effect



one-fourth of Seattle's. NYCTA serves the same ridership
level as WMATA, with 30,000 annual disabled riders, yet
WMATA's lift-equipped vehicle fleet consists of only 409
vehicles.

In most cities, lift-usage ridership has increased year by
year. Seattle is significantly ahead of other regions in
this respect. There are some important reasons why Seattle
is relatively successful in attracting ridership growth.

Seattle Metro is regarded as an effective overall transit
system in terms of superior planning & policy. The
Authority generally maintains equipment in good order to
ensure reliability and schedule adherence, ensures that all
personnel are properly trained for the jobs they perform,
and continuously monitors the operation of bus equipment.

Seattle Metro also markets its lift-equipped bus service.
The Authority takes demonstration buses to group homes,
hospitals, nursing homes etc., and shows persons who use
wheelchairs how to use the lift and secure themselves with
tie-downs. Seattle Metro has also involved the disabled
community in the development, implementation and operation
of the mainline service program.

Finally, Seattle's climate is probably one of the most
temperate in the country. Snow, salt and related corrosion
problems are minimal or non-existent. Therefore, lift
maintenance problems have been less serious. However,
climate factors concerning ridership elsewhere are quite
clear; winter weather has a negative effect on the number of
transit trips taken by wheelchair users.

4. Additional Costs

Annual additional lift operation and maintenance costs, as
displayed in Appendix C, ranged between $17 and $6,019 per
year per bus. The average was $1,259 per year per bus.

Table 5 shows major factors contributing to these additional
costs. Two groups of cost experience are distinguished --

agencies with costs over $1000 per bus and those with costs
of $99 or less per bus. In both cases, higher breakdown
frequency is the most common factor generating additional
costs, followed by the expense of parts and the limited
availability of needed parts inventory. It is not
recommended that an agency operate several types of lifts,
because of the difficulty of maintaining the several parts
inventories needed to service them.
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TABLE 5. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ADDITIONAL COSTS

ANNUAL COST/BUS
FACTORS OVER $1000 BELOW $99

HIGHER LABOR RATE 30.8% 8.3%

HIGHER BREAKDOWN FREQUENCY 93.3% 45.8%

MORE SERIOUS BREAKDOWN 30.8% 12.5%

MORE EXPENSIVE PARTS 76.3% 45.8%

* Column totals exceeds 100%, because respondents were
allowed to check all that apply.

5. Wheelchair Tie-downs

Wheelchair securement systems on most lift-equipped bus
vehicles consist of one of two types of restraints.

First, a wheel lock or clamping device may be placed about
12 inches above the floor. The intent of this device is to
catch the wheel of a regular, non-motorized wheelchair
between the wheel spokes, and hold it securely in place.
The passenger may or may not apply the wheelchair hand brake,
Only when the chair is wheel-locked in this clamp, however,
is it considered secure.

Second, a belt system may be employed. These safety
restraint belts, much like automobile seat belts, are
anchored to the floor of the vehicle. Each belt half is in
a stanchion that raises the height of the buckle portion to
approximately 12 inches. The intent is to pass each half of
the belt between wheel spokes or a secure part of the chair
and lock the chair in place. The belts work most
successfully on 3-wheel-type electric wheelchairs, or chairs
with oversized wheels that do not fit in the wheel lock
device. Chairs fastened in this fashion are also considered
secure.

Listed in Table 6 are the number of properties, by lift
manufacturer and vehicle lift location, that have one, two,
or three wheelchair tie-down positions.
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TABLE 6. NUMBER OF WHEELCHAIR TIE-DOWN POSITIONS*





Use of a bus lift by non-wheelchair riders was also
investigated: " Can riders who do not use wheelchairs use
the lift on fixed-route service?" The response breakdown:

No, only wheelchair riders 43.8%
Yes, senior citizens who have

difficulty with stairs 32.5%
Yes, disabled using walkers

of any age 35%
Yes, parents with small children

in strollers 7.5%
Yes, other riders 11-3%

2. Bus Stop Improvements

A key concern for provision of effective transit service for
disabled riders is providing clear access to the bus stops
along an accessible route. When asked if bus stops were
modified to accommodate disabled riders, responding Transit
Authorities indicated:



In still other cases, some agencies who remove snow on some
routes and at some stops usually remove snow only at
shelters, main transfer stations, etc.

In most regions, a municipality's Street Department is
responsible for snow removal, not the transit authority.
The transit authority may also share responsibility with
local government and private property owners.

3. Marketing & Rider Training

The following results summarize transit agencies' marketing
methods regarding lift-equipped bus service:



For the demonstration method, the transit agency typically
brings a lift-equipped bus to the community or to
organizations that have potential users of lift-equipped
buses. Sometimes agencies display and demonstrate buses at
shopping centers or transit centers. Occasionally on-site
visits are made to social service agencies, hospitals,
nursing homes, etc.

As a part of this method, usually riding procedures are
explained and individuals trained regarding boarding,
alighting, maneuvering, and securing the wheelchair on the
bus.

4. Schedules

What percentage of properties implemented schedule changes
to accommodate lift-equipped buses on fixed-route service?

Schedule Change



Though survey questions divided securing responsibility into

two parts, either the rider or the operator, the general
opinion was that cooperation between riders and operator was

needed.

In general, wheelchair riders should secure their own chairs

if possible or request assistance from the operator. The

operator should provide assistance if needed, and has the

final responsibility for ensuring that the chair is secured
before resuming service.

c. Defective Wheelchairs
Transit authority policy on defective wheelchairs has
generally not been an issue. Usually authorities don't have

a specific policy, and wheelchair breakdown is handled on

a case-by-case basis depending on operator judgement
(sometimes the operator may need to call in). In most cases
operators assist the disabled passenger in making his/her
trip in some way or another.

Operators generally try to get everyone on the bus if space

is available. However, a defective wheelchair may not be

allowed if there is a question of safety for other
passengers. A disabled passenger may not be allowed to

board if his/her chair is without brakes or has dead
batteries.

d. Routing
Routes were initially selected for service with
lift-equipped buses based on the following criteria:



IV. SURVEY RESULTS . . . PEER COMPARISONS

In conjunction with the overall analysis of the survey, and
as a prelude to defining how the Chicago Transit Authority
could best use these data, survey results were further
stratified. Comparisons among three more specialized peer
groups were evaluated. Peer group responses were tabulated
and analyzed for each major subject area, repeating the
analysis sequence for the overall response just described.

Results are summarized for each of the three peer groups
defined earlier in Chapter 2: size (7 agencies), climate (9
agencies), and front-door lifts (7 agencies).

While variations in answers to some questions might be
expected for only one or two peer groups, for consistency, a
breakdown across all three peer groups is given for each
question.

A. OPERATIONAL ISSUES

1. Operator's Duties & Training

1. Does operator have responsibility to secure the disabled
rider on board bus? Is there extra pay for this?

a. Operator has responsibility
No responsibility

SIZE
7

CLIMATE
7

2

FRONT
7

b. No extra pay
Extra pay

Does the operator cycle the lift before going into fixed
route service?

a. Yes, for morning pull-
out from garage

b. Yes, more than once
each day

c. No, we don't cycle the
lift daily

d. No, maintenance personnel
does this

SIZE
4



What type of training was provided to operators for
lift-equipped service?

a. No training
b. Sensitivity
c. Lift operation
d. Revenue

e. Elderly & Disabled Program
f. Safety & emergency training
g. Defensive driving

2. Fare Collection

4. How is fare usually collected from disabled riders?

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT
Front Rear Front Rear Front Rear

a. Rider deposit 6 1 6 2 7

b. Operator deposit 1 11
c. Free ride 1

d. Special envelope 1 1

How is fare collected from disabled riders who are unable
to deposit cash fare?

SIZE CLIMATE
a. Riders bring attendants

to pay fare
b. Operator takes fare and

deposits it
c. Rider must deposit fare
d. Operator asks other

passenger to pay fare
e. Special fare envelope
f. Free
g. Electronic card reader

3. Service Policy

6, Emergency evacuation.

a. Operator assists
b. Maintenance crew assists
c. Supervisor assists
d. Supervisor & maintenance ere
e. Supervisor & operator
f

.

Operator & maintenance crew
g. Any one of these methods

SIZE
2

2

2

1

1

CLIMATE
1

5

1

1

FRONT
1

FRONT
2
2

2

1

1
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B. MAINTENANCE ISSUES

1. Equipment Characteristics

1. How many lift-equipped buses are in use in fixed-route
service? See Appendix D

2. How many wheelchair tie-downs? (All peers)

Front-door lift Rear-door lift
One Two Three One Two Three

EEC



Repair & Maintenance Work

5. Are the repair personnel who work on lifts a special crew
or merely any trained mechanic?

See Appendix D

6. How large is the special crew?
See Appendix D

7. Does the transit authority perform regular preventive
maintenance programs?

Daily : Cycle daily
Cycle twice daily
Cycle every other day
Cycle twice weekly

SIZE
3

CLIMATE FRONT
2 4
2

Monthly : 1500, 4000-mile 1

inspection
1200, 2000, 1

4000-mile inspection
3000, 12000-mile 1

inspection

* Standard PM for wear & adjustment.
* Inspection & maintenance.
* Check & repair.
* Clean, lubrication service.

Annual : 24000-mile inspection. 1

* Major components service.

What is the most significant problem encountered with the
lift?

SIZE
3a. Electrical systems

b. Hydraulic systems
c. Mechanical systems
d. Frequent breakdown

of lift
e. Dirt, lack of use
f. Human error
g. Stowing properly

CLIMATE
2

1

5

FRONT
3

2

1

1
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3 . Performance of Lift

9. Has the lift operation been negatively affected by
temperature variation, snow, or freezing rain?

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT

a. No, we operate in
a mild climate

b. No effect seen

Yes, temperature effects;
Slower operation in
cold weather
Seasonal change
Cold oil supply
Other

d. Yes, snow or freezing
rain effects:
Corrosion of parts due
to salt or ice
Sand and grit get into
the mechanism
Snow and ice jams lift
Heavy rains affect performance
Other

10. What additional costs has your transit authority
incurred to maintain and repair the lift on fixed route
service?

See Appendix C

11. What factors contributed to the additional cost-

a. Higher labor rate
for repair crews

b. Higher breakdown frequency
c. More serious breakdowns
d. More expensive parts

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT

25



C. PLANNING ISSUES

1. Wheelchair Types

1. Annual ridership by disabled on lift-equipped fixed-
route service.

See Appendix D

Prohibited wheelchair types on fixed route service.

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT
Allow all types 2 2 2

Not allow 3-wheelers 2 4 1

Not allow oversize wheelchairs 5 4 4

Not allow overweight chairs 2

3. Paratransit service availability for those disabled
riders who can't ride fixed-route by choice or by transit
authority regulation.

Paratransit service available 4

Not available 2

2 . Schedules

4. Were any schedules changed to accommodate lift-equipped
buses and disabled riders?

Added buses
Longer headway
Added running time
No change

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT
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3 . Bus Stops

5. Is snow removed by transit authority personnel or
contractors from bus stops on routes with lift-equipped
buses?

All routes and stops
Some routes, some stops
Only at rail stations
Do not remove snow
No snow

SIZE

1

3

1

1

CLIMATE
1

FRONT

1

3

1

1

6. Were any bus stops modified to handle disabled riders
boarding with the lift?

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT
Change all affected routes
Change some routes and stops 11 1

Change one or two
No change 5 7 5

Loading

7. Are disabled passengers allowed to board from the street
or only from the sidewalk?



5. Routes & Service

10. How were routes initially selected for service with
lift-equipped buses?

Focused on one garage
Held public meeting
Management decision
Cooperative process
with user task force

All routes accessible
Conduct survey
Technical study

SIZE CLIMATE FRONT
1

1

1

11 How does your transit authority market
lift-equipped bus service?

No advertising
Press releases 3

Ads on TA vehicles and 3

fixed facilities
Newspaper advertisement 2
Direct mail advertisement
Ads in selected publications 1

Other
Public information,
time table, system map 2

Communication to elderly,
disabled housing complex

TV or radio announcement 1

12. What type of training is
on fixed-route service?

used for disabled riders

No training
Audio/visual presentation
Printed material
Demonstration & mobility training

SIZE
1

1

3

3

CLIMATE
1

2

7

2

FRONT
2

1

2

3
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V. CONCLUSIONS

OVERVIEW OF SURVEY RESULTS

Many transit agencies are struggling with high lift
maintenance costs and low lift-usage ridership. Many lift
and vehicle types are used by transit agencies and are in
varying states of mechanical condition. Most agencies have
certain specific maintenance and operational complaints
regarding lifts. It is important to encourage manufacturers
to continue to develop safer, more reliable and maintainable
lifts.

Service providers should maintain lifts in accordance with a

well-defined maintenance program. Initial costs of
preventive maintenance programs may seem high, but
eventually can save time and money.

According to the survey, snow or freezing rain can have
serious negative effects on lift operation. In such weather
conditions, it is suggested that special provisions,
maintenance practices, lubricants, service intervals, and so
on must be specified to ensure reliable operation.

Operator training is another important topic. Effective
training is essential for operators otherwise unaccustomed
to dealing with disabled riders and lift-equipped bus
operations. Sufficient training methods and time should be
provided prior to service implementation to fully prepare
operators for their additional responsibilities.

The provision of efficient and safe emergency evacuation
methods is also necessary to ensure safety during system
use. Most surveyed agencies seemed to take this matter very
seriously.

Finally, transit agencies should continue to improve the
efficiency of lift-equipped bus operation and service.
Efforts should be made to coordinate more fully with
disabled community representatives, and to improve special
service paratransit for persons unable to use fixed-route
service.
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CTA PROGRAM DESIGN

In 1989, CTA contracted for three separate bus purchase
orders that will for the first time enable an initial
portion of its fleet to be lift-equipped. A total of 700
lift-equipped buses will soon operate out of five of CTA's
ten bus garages (total fleet size is presently 2200 buses).

Implementation planning also began in 1989 and has continued
throughout 1990. Inauguration of lift-equipped fixed-route
bus service is now anticipated for early 1991.

Based in part upon this review and analysis of experience
elsewhere, key feature's of CTA's mainline lift-equipped bus
services are now planned as follows:

1. Operator Training.

From the survey, it was recognized that disabled passengers
may have special needs, requiring appropriate responses.
The CTA will provide eight hours of training to all
operators stationed at bus garages from which lift-equipped
bus service is deployed. Essential elements of this
training are the safe operation of equipment, sensitivity
training, and skill training related to lift-equipped bus
operator duties and responsibilities.

2. Operator's Duties and Responsibilities.

Specific operator duties and responsibilities were developed
to ensure that disabled passengers are provided appropriate
and courteous service. The essential elements of CTA's
lift-equipped bus operator duties and responsibilities are:

* Repositioning the farebox to widen aisle for wheelchair
access.

* Requesting able-bodied passengers to vacate priority
seating.

* Providing verbal guidance to ambulatory and wheelchair
passengers on how to board with the lift.

* Operating the lift.
* When requested, assisting passengers to secure and

release wheelchair securement devices.
* Confirming that all wheelchair passengers are properly

secured.
* Announcing stops.
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3. Passenger Duties & Responsibility.

In keeping with the CTA's policy of operators not handling
revenue, the Authority has requested that passengers who are
able to deposit their fare do so or have provisions for
assistance. Passengers must also be able to get to the bus
stop and begin initial boarding procedures. Passengers
should also be familiar enough with bus routing and their
final destination to be able to inform the operator when
they wish to alight.

4. Lift Use Policy-

The survey shows that close to 50 percent of agencies allow
only wheelchair riders to use lifts. The broader lift usage
policy adopted by the CTA is intended to encourage use by
anyone who has difficulty climbing bus steps, i.e. both
wheelchair users and the ambulatory disabled. Consequently,
the lift will be deployed upon request.

5. Marketing & Consumer Training.

According to the survey, more than 50 percent of agencies
responding used at least two kinds of marketing methods as
consumer education aids, and usually have a consumer
demonstration program. The CTA has committed considerable
resources to marketing lift-equipped bus service. This
marketing effort includes:

* A brochure describing mobility limited service.
* A media campaign to promote service introduction.
* A direct mail program to potential users.
* A video illustrating proper use of the mainline service,
* A neighborhood bus demonstration program.
* A consumer information/action needed program.

6 . Maintenance .

To support mainline lift-equipped buses, CTA has developed a
maintenance program complete with preventive maintenance,
emergency repair, spare parts inventory, work order
procedures, and training components. Inasmuch as
maintenance of lift systems requires specialized skill and
knowledge unique from other bus maintenance requirements,
CTA has elected to establish a new maintenance job
classification dedicated solely to lift repair. Staffing
required to maintain lifts at the three initial lift-service
bus garages and the main bus shop is planned at a ratio of
one maintenance specialist for every 20 buses.
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7. Emergency Evacuation.

CTA peer groups have two primary responses to handling
emergency evacuation. Maintenance crews have the major
responsibility to evacuate passengers in a non-life-
threatening situation. Several properties have street
supervisors handle an evacuation, usually with the
assistance of the operator or maintenance crews. Another
approach includes the practice of having the bus operator
assist passengers off the vehicle and solicit the aid of
witnesses or on-lookers, until medical or maintenance crews
arrive. There were several properties that also use the
services of local Police Departments or Fire Departments to
aid in the evacuation of passengers.

The CTA has elected to have on-street supervisors ride in
vans equipped with a portable ramp and hydraulic pumping
aid. These supervisors will then take major responsibility
for the evacuation of disabled passengers. Should medical
or life-threatening situations occur, medical teams from the
fire or police departments would take over.

8. Bus Route Planning and Service Delivery.

The planned implementation of bus service has been discussed
and coordinated in detail with the disabled community,
working through a Joint Implementation Committee. Three
garages were chosen for the first-phase service
implementation program. These garages will deploy
lift-equipped service to a total of 21 initial bus routes
throughout the city.

The Chicago Transit Authority, in cooperation with the City
of Chicago Departments of Public Works and Streets and
Sanitation, has worked to improve streets throughout the
city along lift-equipped bus routes. Necessary curb cuts,
ramping of sidewalks, and provisions for access to bus
stops, are all being handled by the City.

9. Service Evaluation.

As a first step in determining how well service has been
planned for the disabled community, and to aid the CTA in
further planning for lift-bus route selection, a survey of
disabled residents within the CTA service area will be
conducted during the Fall of 1990. It is anticipated that
this baseline survey will accomplish two objectives.
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First, a classification and market size estimate of
disabled residents who may be able to use a mainline
lift-bus will be established. This baseline market sizing
will include a socioeconomic and travel needs profile of
potential riders. What type of transportation services are
currently utilized to get around the city? How often do
disabled persons travel? How often do they wish to travel?
What are their trip purposes? When not able to travel what
reasons apply? These data will be gathered through the use
of a 7-day travel diary sent out to a sampling of the
community and a follow-up telephone interview.

Second, since this baseline survey will establish both
transit and non-transit travel patterns of the disabled
prior to the implementation of lift-bus service, future
surveys of the same type will permit changes in travel
behavior to be gauged. An attempt will be made with future
follow-up surveys to determine how well lift-bus service has
met both existing and desired travel needs, in improving the
mobility of the disabled community.
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APPENDIX A

LIFT-EQUIPPED FIXED ROUTE
BUS SURVEY

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

This survey is one part of an industry-wide review of lift-equipped bus service, conducted by CTA. The other two
parts — l^aintenance and Planning — are on separate forms.

OPERATOR'S DUTIES & SCHEDULES

1. Does the operator cycle the lift before going into fixed route service?

D Yes, for morning pull-outs from garage
n Yes, more than once each day
D No, we do not cycle the lifts daily

D No, maintenance personnel does this

D No, we have no lift-equipped buses on fixed route/schedule service... Thanks, you have finished this part
of the survey!

2. Does your transit authority pay extra compensation to operators for cycling lifts?

G Yes
D No

3. Were the schedule or reporting times changed to accommodate cycling the lift?

D Yes, schedule changed
n Yes, reporting time altered

n No changes made

4. Does the operator have responsibility to secure the handicapped rider on board the bus?
D No, rider must do this. Skip to Question 6.

D Yes

5. Does the transit authority pay extra compensation to operators for securing handicapped riders on board?
u Yes
D No

6. Was the schedule changed on routes served by lift-equipped buses to accommodate lift operation?
D Yes
D No

TRAINING

7. What type of training was provided to operators for lift-equipped, fixed route and schedule service?
D No training

D Training for (checl< all that apply): Please attach description of program.
D Passenger interaction

n Lift operator
D Revenue
n Other, specify

8. How do operators react to lift-equipped bus service?

D Favorably
D Neutral or no consistent reactions

D Unfavorably

FARE COLLECTION

9. How Is fare usually collected from handicapped riders who use the lift? (check methods used)

Payment Method
Rider deposits cash fare in

farebox or shows pass
Operator deposits cash fare

in farebox or registers pass
Special fare envelopes
Other, specify

Front Door Lift

D

Rear Door Lift

D
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10. How is fare collected from handicapped riders who are unable to deposit cash/fare? {check one)

D Rider brings attendant to pay fare

Operator takes fare and deposits it in farebox
C Rider must deposit fare if on fixed route service

D Other, specify —
11a. Is an attendant required for certain riders by authority policy?

G Yes C No

11b. Does attendant pay fare when accompanying handicapped rider?

n Yes — n Full Fare Reduced Fare

D No, rides free

SERVICE POLICY

12. If lift failure occurs before bus goes Into service, what happens? (check one)

Bus is removed from sen/ice and repaired

D Bus is put in service, because other buses on the route are lift-equipped

D Other, please specify -

13. If lift failure occurs while bus is in sen/Ice, but the bus is otherwise operational, and rjo handicapped riders

are on-board, what happens? (check one)

D Bus operator calls in for replacement vehicle

D Bus operator pulls into garage at end of current trip

D Bus operator puiis into garage at end of run and reports failure

D Other, specify .

14. If lift failure occurs while the bus Is in service and handicapped riders are on board, what happens?
n Handicapped riders are evacuated with assistance from operator

C Handicapped riders are evacuated with assistance from maintenance crew dispatched to aid the

operator

D Other (e.g., police or fire personnel assistance), specify

15. If a lift-equipped bus Is filled with seated and standing passengers, and wheelchair rider is encountered at a

stop, what action does bus operator take? (check one)

D Lowers lift to allow handicapped passenger to attempt boarding
n Indicates to handicapped passenger to board the following bus

D Indicates to handicapped passenger to board following bus and informs communications center of the

waiting handicapped passenger
D Other, specify

Please indicate the staff person to contact if we need clarification of a response.

Name

Title

Phone Number,

Return survey in envelope provided to:

Franl< Venezia
Program Coordinator
Chicago Transit Authority

P.O. Box 3555
Chicago, Illinois 60654



APPENDIX A

LIFT-EQUIPPED FIXED ROUTE
BUS SURVEY

MAINTENANCE ISSUES

This survey is one part of an industry-wide review of lift-equipped bus service, conducted by CTA. Tlie other parts

— Operational and Planning — are on separate forms.

EQUIPMENT
1. How many lift-equipped buses are in use in fixed route service at your transit authority?

Front Rear
Door Lift Door Lift

No. of buses in service

No. of buses as spares

No. of buses with permanently inoperable lifts

Total Lift-Equipped ^^=^^^ ^=,^^
If none IHt-equipped, thanks for your time in the survey!

2. How many "capital spare lifts" do you keep on hand to maintain lift-equipped buses in service?

Front Rear

Door Lift Door Lift

Manufacturer #1 Name,

Manufacturer #2 Name_

3. What modifications have you made to the lifts In your fleet?

Front Door Lift

Manufacturer #1

Name
D No Change
D Change, specify

Rear Door Lift

n No Change
D Change, specify

Manufacturer #2

Name
D No Change
D Change, specify

D No Change
D Change, Specify

4a. How many wheelchair tie-downs are in each bus? (circle response)

Manufacturer #1 Name.

Manufacturer #2 Name_

Front Door Lift

1 2 3

1 2 3

Rear Door Lift

1 2 3

1 2 3

4b. What types of wheelchair tie-downs are in use at your transit authority? (checit applicable responses)

Wheel lock for bicycle wheel type only

Belts for all types of chairs

Other, specify

4c. Where are wheelchair tie-downs located?

Near Front Door
Near Rear Door

5. Is there a handrail on the lift?

Yes
No

Front Door Lift

a
n
n

Front Door Lift

D
D

Front Door Lift

D
D

Rear Door Lift

D
D
D

Rear Door Lift

D
D

Rear Door Lift

n
n
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6. What is the size of the lift platform? Length Width

Front L ift (inches) (Inches)

Manufacturer#1 Name.

Manufacturer #2 Name.

Rear Lif t

Manufacturer*! Name,

Manufacturer #2 Name.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE WORK

7. The repair personnel who work on lifts are:

D one special crew D any trained mechanic, skip to Question 9.

8. How large is the special crew? repair people

9. Did the transit authority hire additional repair personnel just to accommodate the lift repair and

maintenance?
D No D Yes • How many?

At garages
With overhaul shop
Total additional

n Repair is contracted to outside vendor

10. Was manufacturer's training sufficient?

D Yes - Manufacturer #1

D Yes- Manufacturer #2

D No. Did your transit authority offer supplemental training? Please describe or

attach description of curriculum

11. Does your transit authority perform regular preventive maintenance programs on lift equipment? (checit all

that apply)

D No preventive maintenance
HI Daily Action (specify)

D Monthly Action (specify)

D Annual Action (specify) _

PERFORMANCE OF LIFTS

12. In your use of lifts, has operation been negatively affected by temperature variations, snow, or freezing rain?

D No, we operate in a mild climate

D No effects seen

n Yes, temperature effects (specify)

D Yes, snow or freezing rain effects (specify).

13. Did any lift manufacturer retrofit lifts on buses In your fleet?

Front Door Lift Rear Door Lift

Manufacturer #1 D Yes, specify D Yes, specify

Name
D No retrofits D No retrofits

Manufacturer #2 D Yes, specify D Yes, specify.

Name
D No retrofits D No retrofits
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14. What is the reliability of the lifts in your bus fleet • the percentage of lifts available for service each day.

Goal Actual (average availability for the last six months)

15. What additional costs has your transit authority incurred to maintain and repair the lift on fixed route ser-

vice? Please indicate at least one of the following:

$ per year Or $ /vehicle-revenue mile

Or % of bus maintenance cost Or $ /vehicle year

16. What factors contributed to the additional cost? (Checl( all that apply)

D Higher labor rate for repair crews
D Higher breakdown frequency

D More serious breakdowns
D More expensive parts

a Other, specify

17. Overall, what is the most significant mechanical problem encountered with the lifts in your fleet? (check one)

n Electrical systems
D Hydraulic systems
D Mechanical systems

Frequent breakdown of lifts

n Frequent breakdown requiring loss of service

D Additional cost of specialized maintenance
D Other, specify

18. Overall, what is the best maintenance-related feature of the lifts used in your fleet?

Type of Lift Best Feature

Front Door Lift

Manufacturer #1

Name
Manufacturer #2

Name

Rear Door Lift

Manufacturer #1

Name
Manufacturer #2

Name

Please indicate the staff person to contact if we need clarification on a response.

Name

Title

Phone Number.

Return survey in envelope provided to:

Frank Venezia

Program Coordinator

Chicago Transit Authority

P.O. Box 3555
Chicago, Illinois 60654



APPENUIa rt

LIFT-EQUIPPED FIXED ROUTE
BUS SURVEY

PLANNING ISSUES

This survey is one part of an industry-wide review of lift-equipped bus service. Tfie other two parts —
Maintenance and Operational — are on separate forms.

GENERAL

1. How does your transit authority plan to meet the Section 504 regulations? Please send copy of 504 document
or a summary of it.

D Paratransit only

D Fixed route only

n Paratransit and fixed route service

D Other (specify)

RIDERS

2. What is the ridership by handicapped (requiring lift) on lift-equipped fixed route service, from 1980 to 1987?

Use * to indicate first year with lift-equipped buses.

Annual Riders Using Annual Riders Using

Year Lifts (Unlinked trips) Year Lifts (Unlinked trips)

1980 1985

1981 1986

1982 1987

1983 1988 (Estimated)

n Have no lift-equipped buses in fixed route and schedule service; skip to Question 18.

3. What type of wheelchairs are NOT allowed on fixed route service? (check all that apply)

D We accommodate all types of wheelchairs in fixed route service.

n 3-wheelers, (e.g. .Amigo brand with hard wheels) /N/OT" allowed.

D Oversize vehicles (too long or too wide) NOT allowed -- size limitations:

Maximum width maximum length

n Other, please specify

4. Can riders who do NOT use wheelchairs use the lift on fixed route service? (check all that apply)

D No, only wheelchair riders.

n Yes, senior citizens who have difficulty with stairs.

n Yes, disabled using walkers, of any age.

n Yes, parents with small children in strollers.

D Yes, others, specify

5. How do riders react to lift-equipped buses In fixed route service?

Complaints
Commendations
No Rider Comments in last 12 months
Other reactions, specify
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6. What type of training is used for handicapped riders on fixed route service? (checl< ail that appiy)

D No training

D Audio/visual presentation

D Printed material (please attach copy)

D Other, specify

SCHEDULES

7. Were schedules changed to accommodate lift-equipped buses and handicapped riders on fixed route

service?

D Yes -- What was the change? D Added buses
O Longer headways

Other, specify

D No

BUS STOPS

8. Were any bus stops modified to handle handicapped riders boarding with the lift? (check one)

n Yes, all of the affected routes.

D Yes, several on affected routes.

D Yes, one or two in response to complaints.

D No
If yes, please tell us type and cost of these changes.

9. Is snow removed by transit authority personnel or contractors from bus stops on routes with lift-equipped

buses? (check one)

D Yes, all routes and stops

D Yes, some routes, some stops

D Only at rail stations

D No
n No, mild climate - no snow

10. Are bus stops on the routes with lift-equipped buses located on the nearside or farside of intersection?

% nearside

% farside

% midblock
100 % All stops total

LOADING

11. Are handicapped passengers allowed to board and alight from the street, or only from the sidewalk? (check
one)

D Street

D Street/Sidewalk

Sidewalk only

12. Is It your transit authority policy that the wheelchair rider must secure the wheel-chair on the bus? (check
one)

D Yes, in every case
D Yes, but not in the same way for every vehicle

D No, at rider's discretion

D No, bus operators must secure the rider

13. What Is your transit authority's policy on defective wheelchairs • e.g. flat tires, dead batteries?

D Refuse permission to board

D Allow rider to attempt to board

D Other, specify



ROUTES AND SERVICE
14. How were routes initially selected for service with lift-equipped buses? (check all that apply)

D Focused on one garage

D Held public nneetings for comment on possibilities

D Management decision

D Cooperative process with user task force

D Other, specify .

15a. What is the percentage of lift-equipped buses per route in the lift program? (circle one)

0-10%, 11-20%, 21-30%, 31-40%, 41- 50%
51 -60%, 61 -70%, 71 -80%, 81 -90%, 91 - 100%
Varies by route please specify range

15b. How did your transit authority select this percentage?

16. What is the fare for riders who use the lift?

$ Is this: D full fare D reduced fare

17. How does your transit authority market the lift-equipped bus service? (check all that apply)

n No advertising

D Press releases

D Advertising on transit authority vehicles and fixed facilities

D Newspaper advertisements

D Direct mail advertisement

D Ads in selected publications

D Other, please specify

18. Is there a paratransit service available for handicapped riders who cannot ride fixed-route service by choice
or by transit authority regulations (e.g., no 3-wheelers allowed)?

D Yes D No, skip to Question 20.

Does paratransit coordinate with fixed route service?

D Yes D No
19. Is the paratransit service run by your transit authority (either directly or purchased) or provided by a

separate entity?

D Directly provided by transit authority

D Purchased by transit authority under contract

D Provided by another entity not under contract

20. Has your transit authority published a plan for conversion of routes to lift-equipped bus service?

n Yes " please enclose a copy with returned survey

D Developed but not published

D No
21. Please describe any other policies or actions your transit authority has taken to deal with lift-equipped

buses on fixed route service (e.g., rider education, marketing campaign for handicapped or non-

handicapped riders, announcements enroute, statement to handicapped riders). Please attach any
published materials.

Please indicate the staff person to contact if we need clarification on a response.

Name

Title

Phone number.

Return survey in envelope provided to:

Franl< Venezia
Program Coordinator
Chicago Transit Authority
P.O. Box 3555
Chicago, Illinois 60654
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3UWHARY OF TRRJiSIT AUTHORITY RESPONSES (SUMMER, 1989)
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S'jmRRY OF TRANSIT RUTHORITV RESPONSES (SUMMER, 1989)

NITHBER OF BUSES

D) SERVICE

FRONT REAR FRONT
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